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Bangles are an American pop rock band formed in Los Angeles in 1981. They scored several hit
singles as that decade continued. The band's hits include "Walk Like. Watch videos & listen free
to The Bangles: Walk Like an Egyptian, Eternal Flame & more. The Bangles were one of the
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The Bangles are an American pop rock band formed in Los Angeles in 1981. They scored
several hit singles as that decade continued. The band's hits include "Walk Like. Complete your
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BANGLES celebrate more than 30 years of recording and touring!.
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The Bangles are an American pop rock band formed in Los Angeles in 1981. They scored
several hit singles as that decade continued. The band's hits include "Walk Like. Official site.
Biography, news, photo gallery, discography, lyrics, tour dates, desktop themes, poll, message
board, fan club, and links. The Bangles, Soundtrack: Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged
Me. The Bangles are a hugely popular and successful all-female rock group from Los Angeles,
California.
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Read news updates about The Bangles. Discover video clips of recent music performances and
more on MTV. Groundbreaking 80s pop-princesses The BANGLES celebrate more than 30
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Egyptian, Eternal Flame & more. The Bangles were one of the new generation of independent
all-women bands.
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Watch videos & listen free to The Bangles: Walk Like an Egyptian, Eternal Flame & more. The
Bangles were one of the new generation of independent all-women bands.
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The Bangles are an American pop rock band formed in Los Angeles in 1981. They scored
several hit singles as that decade continued. The band's hits include . The Bangles. 478K likes.
The OFFICIAL Facebook page of the Bangles. For concert dates and more, check out our site at
www.thebangles.com!
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80s icons The Bangles announce the release of their new all-vintage rarities album LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN. THE BANGLES!. The Bangles are an American pop rock band formed in
Los Angeles in 1981. They scored several hit singles as that decade continued. The band's hits
include .
Official site. Biography, news, photo gallery, discography, lyrics, tour dates, desktop themes, poll,
message board, fan club, and links.
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